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Front Cover: Ninepipes Museum of Early Montana received a $5,000 grant from the Montana History Foundation in 2021.
Program Highlights

Your support made it possible to support projects across the state of Montana.

With your help, we...

... placed $130,000 in grants to 21 community-based history projects across Montana.

... offered 5 free grant-writing workshops in 3 rural locations, reaching over 100 people.

... developed historic walking and hiking tours to enrich Montana’s heritage tourism industry.

Financial Highlights (Fiscal Year 2021)

Revenue: $856,430

- Grants & Gifts: 16.2%
- Investments: 3.8%
- Program: 59.2%
- Rent: 19.1%
- Fees: 6%
- Royalties: 0%

Expenses: $802,713

- Administration: 18.7%
- Program: 75.3%
- Rent: 6%
- Fees: 3.8%
- Fundraising: 19.1%

Net Assets

- Property & Equipment: $883,956
- Current & Other Assets: $960,228
- Investments: $7,265,141
- Total Assets: $8,019,325

FY 2020

FY 2021
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Thanks to You,
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Charles and Carolyn Yegen
Kenneth and Melinda Young
Anthony Zammit and Ciara Ryan

History Makers
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Francis Abbott
John and Nina Baucus
Bennett Charitable Fund
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Montana
Debora and Scott Brown
John and Ann Clark
Matthew Cohn and Mary Ellen Holverson
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Mike Dalton
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Juanita Hearst
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Bruce and Nancy Bugbee
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Bar Edward
Robert Kiesling
Helena Maclay and John Larson
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Thomas and Barbara Donnelley, II
The Donnelley Foundation
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The Louis L. Borick Foundation
Margaret Kendrick Blodgett Foundation
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Thank you, 2021 donors! You inspire future generations!

2021 Honorary and Memorial Gifts

Anonymous
In Memory of Penny Wilson
Sandra Blake
In Memory of Penny Wilson
Dale and Susan Henn
In Memory of Penny Wilson
Bill and Dori Johnston
In Honor of Mike O’Neill
Sheila Rice
In Memory of Emily Stonington Hibbard
Thea Seese
In Memory of Allene High Seese
Peter & Sarah Sullivan
In Honor of Barb Harris
Donald & Janis Williams
In Memory of Susan Nissen Lerdal
Donald & Janis Williams
In Memory of Charlie Pride

* January 1 - December 31, 2021 donors
Your gifts in 2021...

...helped create a documentary about historic Montana women in Virginia City

...purchased new exhibit cases to showcase and preserve bead and leather artifacts at the Salish Kootenai College in Pablo

...created a heritage orchard at the Carter County Museum in Ekalaka

...restored historic masonry on the Carnegie library in Lewistown
A generous donation recently allowed us to make a $9,500 grant to preserve the adobe wall in the 1850s-era east barracks at Fort Owen State Park in Stevensville. The Friends of Fort Owen put together a project to analyze the original adobe bricks, find a local source of natural clay, and train community members to construct and preserve adobe walls.